
Iconik 240



Iconik 240 — Aff ordable beauty and superior 
durability. 

Introducing the Iconik 240 range, the latest addition to the 
Jacobsen vinyl collection. Completely refreshed, it off ers a 
perfect selection of stunning tile and stone fl ooring aesthetics. 

This collection brings together the fi nest tile and stone 
designs, meticulously craft ed to add a touch of elegance 
to your space. Create a seamless and visually captivating 
look with Iconik 240. Available in 4m width, this range off ers 
fl exibility to transform any room into a work of art. The precise 
attention to detail ensures a cohesive appearance that will 
impress and inspire.

Enjoy the perfect balance of style and practicality. Iconik 240 
is designed to make a lasting impression while off ering easy 
maintenance. Its durable construction and eff ortless cleaning 
make it a hassle-free choice for busy households and dynamic 
offi  ce environments.

Experience the comfort and serenity of Iconik 240. This 
remarkable fl ooring range absorbs noise, reducing footfall 
sounds and creating a peaceful atmosphere in your space. 
Walk with confi dence on its soft  and inviting surface, 
providing a cozy sensation underfoot.

Iconik 240 is the ideal choice for those seeking both beauty 
and convenience. Its versatile design options cater to various 
interior styles, allowing you to fi nd the perfect match for your 
personal aesthetic.

Features & Benefi ts

•  Stunning tile and stone designs 

•  The perfect balance between aff ordability and durability

•  Suitable for the entire home, including kitchens, 
bathrooms, and laundries

• Resistant to daily wear and tear

•  Reduces sound transmission from footfall

• Extremely low maintenance; easy to clean and maintain

• Low VOC emissions 

• NZ Building Code E3 Acceptable solution 

Specifi cations

Range Name: Iconik 240

Size (W*L*T): 4m x 25lm x 2.4mm

Wear Layer: 0.35mm

Construction: Heterogeneous vinyl 

Acoustic Rating: ∆LW 16dB  

Light Fastness: ≥ 6

Warranty: 15 years residential use 
10 years commercial use

Iconik 240   
Heterogeneous  Sheet Vinyl   

Range 

Hallstone PebbleHallstone Sand

Metropolitan Graphite

Hallstone Ashen Hallstone Cold Grey

Metropolitan Ivory Metropolitan Clay




